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RESOLUTION T-15932. PACIFIC BELL (U-1001-C) AND GTE 
CALIFORNIA INCORPORATED (U-1002~C). ORDER APPROVING 
TARIFFS FOR WHOLESALE INTERIM NUMBER PORTABILITY IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH D.96-04-052. 

BY PACIFIC BELl. ADVICE LETTER 18165 FILED ON APRiL 17, 
1996 AND GTB CALIFORNIA ADVICE LETTER 8067 FILED ON 
APRIL 19, 1996. 

SUMMARY 

This.resolution adopts Pacific Bell!s (pacific's) and GTE 
California's (G'rEC's) wholesale interim number portability 
tariffs as mOdified herein to be consistent with the intent of 
Decision (D.) 96-04-052. Specifically, the resolution orders 
Pacific to 1) remove a $45.15 charg~ for changes to its INP 
service. and 2) offer the same free referral periOd upon 
disconnection that is currently offered to business and 
residential customers. GTEC is ordered to 1) remoVe references 
to Qirect Inward Dialing until further issues are t--esolv~d by 
the Commission. and 2) revise language regarding access to its 
Line Informatiotl Data Base. Both Pacific and GTEC are ordet-'ed 
to 1) l.-emOVe language 'l-equiring written letters of authorization 
before forwarding a phone to a new carriet--, and 2) provide a 
complete listing of all services that are not available with 
their respective interim number portability tariffs. 

BACKGROUND 

In the Commission's initial rules for local exchange competition 
(D.95-01-054), the commission adopted the policy that service . 
provider local number portability should be accomplished. 
In that same decision, the Commission ruled that until a 

1 Set-"vice pl'ovider local number pot-"tability refers to the 
ability of end users to retaih their existing telephone numbers 
when remaining at a l6cati6ilj" or changi.ng thtdr lo·cation within 
the geographic area served by the initial carrier's· serving. 
central office, regardless of the local exchange carrier (LEe) or 
CLC selected. 
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\,ermanent solutiOIl. for service pl'ovider nur:nber pol"tability if? 
Implemented, interim nurr~er portability (INP) shall be provided 
by Remote Call Forwarding (RCF), Direct Inward Dialing (DID), or 
other equivalent means. 

In Septembel· of 1995, Pacific" and GTEC filed di"aft tariffs for 
INP sel"vice. These tariffs allow competitive local- cal't'iers 

. (CLes) to purchase wholesale INP services from the local 
exchange carrier in order to provide number portability to CLC 
end-use customers. Pacific·s wholesale INp service is known as 
UDirectory Number Call _ FOl"Warding" (DNCF) to distillguish it from 
retail remote call forwarding. GTEC dubbed its w~olesale INP 
service "Service Pl'ovider Number portability" (SPNP). In 
october 1995, parties filed comments on the reasonableness of 
terms and conditioi:ls conta~ned.in the prOpOsed tari.ffs-and the 
Commission held evidentiary· hearings on rates for INP. 

In· 0.96-04-652, the Commission adopted wholesale rates foi INP 
based on direct embedded costs. The decision· ordered Pacific 
and GTEC to filetai'iffs for wholesale INP ·conforming to the 

. prices, tei"ms and conditions set forth i1itheh.~ September 1995 
draft filings, excep~ as modified by D.96~04-052. 

On April 17, 1996, Pacific filed advice lettEH.' 18165 and on 
April 19, 1996, GTEC filed advice letter 8067 containing 
wholesale INP tariffs to comply with D.96-04~052. 

NOTICE 

Pacific and GTEC state in their advice letters that copies of 
their respective advice letters were mailed to competing and 
adjacent utilities and interested parties. The advice letters 
were listed in the Commission's Daily Calendar. 

PROTESTS 

The California Telecommunications coalition2 
a protest to Pacific advice letter 18165 and 
8067 on May 9, 1996. Pacific and GTEC filed 
to the Coalition's protest on May 16, 1996. 
responses are summarized below by issue. 

1. Nonrecurring Charges 

(Coalition) filed 
GTEC advice letter 
separate responses 
The protest and 

The Coalition objects that pacific's tariff includes a 
nont"ecurring charge (NRC) of $45.15 for changes to the forwarded 

2 (:oalition meinbers filing this pt"otest include AT&T 
Commullications of California, Inc. ;Califo't'nia Association of 
LongDistanceTel~phoneCotnpaniest california cable Television 
Association; Mel Telecommunications CorpOration; Teleport. 
Communications Group and Time Warner AXS of California. 
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to number, number of access paths, and alternate billing 
services. The Coalition states that the only nonrecurring 
charge approved by the Commission is a $4.15 installation 
charge. All other nonrecurrl~lg chat-ges were eithel- rejected by 
the Commission or not addi.-essed. 

pacif ic repl ies that the $45.15 nonl.·ecuri-ing charge for changes 
to DNCF was contained in Pacific's original draft tariff filed 
in September 1995. Decision" 96-04~052 did not specifically 
order Pacific to change or eliminate this charge. " 

2. Retail Rates 

The Coalition states thatPacific's tariff inap~ropriately 
includes a retail rate for nUmber referral serV1ce upon 
disconnection, while 9TEC's tariff lnappropl:"lately includes a 
retail rate for DID service. The Coalition argues that 
according to D.96-04-()$2',· all1."ates for wholesale INP must be 
based upOn direct embedded costs (DEC). Pacific and GTEC should 
remOve all rates not set at DEC as well as any cha~ges that ~re 
not in the local exchange' carriers' current retail RCF tariffs. 

pacific responds that the l.·etail rate for refer1'al of calls is 
the same rate charged to any RCF customer. 0.96-04-052 
disal16wsthe installation charge for referral of calls but does 
not specifically disallow the monthly charge. 

GTEC states that-DID rates contained in its tariff are not 
retail rates, but are DEC rate~ deveioped in IRD. GTEC states 
it will modify these DID tariffs as appropriate pending a 
Commission order on DID. 

3. Letter of Authorizatioll 

The coalition Pl'otEfsts that Pacific t sand GTEC' s tai"iffs requh_"e 
a CLC to obtain a written letter of authorization (LOA) from the 
CLe's customer befol"e discontinuance 6£ existing utility " 
exchange service and provision_of lNP sel-vice .. The Coalition 
states that this requirement inappropriately allows the 
incumbent utility to regulate its competitor. Further, the 
Coalition states that this LOA requirement extends beyond the 
verification rules set forth in Public Utilities (PU) code 
section 2889.5. 

Pacific responds that LOA requirements were contained in 
Pacific's September 1995 -dl-aft tal"iff filing. Because Ordel.-ing 
Paragraph 1 of D.96-04~052 ordered Pacific to file tariffs 
conforming to prices, terms and conditions set forth in its 
draft tariff filing "except f6r the modifications set forth 
below," Pacific al"gues that the LOA requil.-ements are valid. 
Further, pacific states it will only" request the CLC produce a 
LOA in the event of a dispute, 

GTEC also respOnds that it will only 'require a LOA from the etc 
iri the event of a dispute ordi~drep~ncy. GTEC claims this 
requirement complies with PU code Section 2889.5. 
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4. DID Service 

The Coalition states that GTEC's tariff includes inappropriate 
references to a t"equh."ement for sepal."ate tl."unks (Ol.' DID service. 
The refe't"ence is inappl'opriate because in D. 96.;04 -052 f the 
Commission deferred the issue of DID trunking arrangements 
pending a technical \\·orkshop. The Coalition asks GTEC to remove 
all references to separate trunking arrangements until the 
Commission rules on this issue. 

GTEC responds that the tariff language corresponds ,to current 
DID arrangements. GTEC ackl\owled~es that the tariff may be 
modified following Commission act1on. 

5. Services Not Available with Wholesale INP 

According to the Coalition, Pacific's tariff contains ambiguous 
references to services that al.'e riot available with DNCF. The 
Coalition argues that Pacific shoUld provide a complete list of 
all services that are not, available. In addition, GTEe's tariff 
contains ambiguous language that SPNP will not be provided with 
"any othet" service that may be functionally impaired by SPNP." 
The coalition claims that ambiguous language could lead to anti
competitive behavior. Therefore, GT~Cmust clearly iden~ify all 
services that will not be offered and prove that the services 
will be fUnctionally impaired. 

Pa.'cific t'esponds that tariff lan~piage limiting t.he services th~t 
are available with DNCF is ident1cal to the September 1995 draft 
filing and changes to this language. we:t"e not specifically 
ot."del-ed in D. 96-04-052. Mot"eover, it is too burdensome for 
Pacific to list all services affected by DNCF. 

GTEC replies that'it is not pOssible to provide certainty 
regarding all services that may be affected by SPNP until 
carriers have some experience with the service. 

6. Telephone Number Changes 

GTEC's tariff states that when a CLC purchases SPNP, ownership 
of the telephone number is not transferred to the CLeo GTEC 
reserves the right to change the underlying telephone number 
that a CLC customer has ported. The Coalition states that this 
right to change a telephone number should only apply iri the 
event of an area code split that affects the entire industry. 

According to GTEC, the discretion to change telephone numbers is 
in full compliance with the Commission's previously issued rules 
and regulations. Rule 17 in GTEC's exist~ng tariffs states that: 

The assignment of a number to a customer's telephone 
service will be made at the discretion of the Utility. The 
customer has no propriety right in the number, and the 
Utility may make such re~sonable changes in the telephone 
number that the requirements of the service May demand. 
(GTEC Tariff, Rule 17, Schedule Cal PUC No. D&R) 
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In addition, GTEC reiterates that it will provide a CLC 6 months 
notice and an explanation for any change. 

7. Line Information Data Base (LIDB) 

Accordin~ to GTECts tariff, a CLC must designate the appropriate 
LIDB ind1cator for the correct handling of collect, third party, 
and other operator handled calls to pOl'ted nurohel.'s. However, 
GTEC will not guarantee the operation of this indicator. The 
coalition states that because of fraud concerns, CLCs need 
asSurance that LIDS operates co~rectly with the same guarantees 
afforded to LEC customers. 

In response, GTBe states that it cannot guarantee the operation 
of the LIDBdatabase indicator because interexchange carriers 
and operator sel.-vice pl."oviders may manually override this LIDB 
block. 

DISCUSSION 

Before resolving the specific protest issues, the cornmission 
Advisory and Compliance Division (CAtD) recognizes that many of 
the items protested by the coa~itioil were. contahled hi the LEes f 

September 1995 dl-aft tariff filings •. Pacific and GTEC argue 
that the coalition should have raised these items in their 
eatliel.' comments on the september 1995 filings ot' during 
hearings. -

CACD believes the coalition's protest has merit and -on that 
basis, the co~~ission should consider changes to the tariff eVen 
though procedurally, the items should have been raised sooner. 
The oversight is understanqable given the illtense pace of the 
local competition rulemakingand the dl.'aln this has placed on 
both commission and stakeholder resources. It would be foolish 
for the commission to ignore a meritorious protest simply 
because the issue was not raised earliet". Thei."efoH'!, CACO 
recommends resolution of these issues consistent with the intent 
of D.94-06-052. 

1. Nonrecurring Charges (NRCs) 

In D.96-04-052, the Commission states that it "shall reject the 
NRCs-proposed by Pacific for CLC-RCF, since these charges were 
not justjfied properly~rr (0.96-04-052, p. 49) This statement is 
reinforced in Finding of Fact 70 and Concl~sion of Law 22 which 
state that the quantification of nonrecurring costs was 
inadequate. Furthermore, the decision rejects Pacific's 
propOsed NRC for number· refetTal upon disconnect because thel.'"e 
is no retail equivalent for-this charge. As the Coalition notes 
in its protest, there is no retail equivalent for the $45.15 
charge proposed by Pacific. Thet-efore, CACD recommends that the 
Commission reject P~cific's $45.15 NRC for changes to DNCF to be 
consistent with D.96-04-052. 

Pacific should "clarify in its tariff (Schedule A. 20.1. D. 2) that 
changes to 1) the forwarded to number, 2) the humber of access 
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paths, and/or 3) alternate billing services constitute a new 
DNCF order and a nonrecurring chcn-ge of $4.15 would apply. 

~. Retail Rates 

The April 1996 decision concludes that INP rates should be based 
on DEC (0.96-04-052, Conclusion of Law 2, pg. 70). Pacific's 
tariff for wholesale INP includes a monthly charge for refe't-ral 
servi~e after disConnection based On the retail rate fOr this 
service. However, the tariff does not make clear that under the 
retail tariff, this referral is free for res~dertt~~l customers 
for three months and for business customers for~12 months or 
until the next directory issue date, whichever is longer.CACD 
recommends that this· same fl.-ee refer-l'al period apply fot.' DNCF, 
with the same distinctions for business and residential 
customers. Pacitic should cl~iify in its tariff (Schedule 
A.20.1.D.3.a) that the monthly charge is only applicable 
following the free period. Further, Pacifio should revise the 
monthly charge to DEC to be Consistent with D.96-04-0S2. 

With regard to the coalition's protest of OTEC's DID rate, CACD 
notes that 0.96-04-052 directs the LECs to file DEC-based 
tariffs fOl"' DID service· following the CQmmission's subsequent 
order on DID. This order on DID is pending at this time. 
Therefore, . GTEC should l."emove all references to DID service from 
its SPNP tariff until fur the l." notice from the Commission 
(schedule K·4, Original Sheet St Item IV.B and Original Sheet 9, 
Item V.S). 

3. Letter of Authorization (LOA) 

CACD agrees with the Coalition. that. 'pu code section 28f}9. 5 does 
not require a written LOA in all oircumstances. The code states 
that if a subscriber is solicited. by telephone' or by some othe't
method, the corporation m~st· verify the subscriber's decision to 
change service providers through either i) a follow-up call 2) a 
prepaid confirmation postcard 3) customer signatul"'e t or 4) 
electronic means. CACD considers it unreasonable for LEe 
tariffs to mandate a CLC to obtain a written WA because this 
goes beyond PU COde requirements. In any event, it is the CLC's 
responsibility to comply-with PU Code section 2889.5 to protect 
itself from slamming allegations.Ther~fore, CACD recommends 
that Pacific and GTEC remove references in their tariffs to CLCs 
obtaining WAs (Pacifio tariff A. 2() .1.B.1.g and GTEC tariff K-4, 
Original sheet 5, Item 111.5). Instead, pacific and GTEC shOUld 
either paraphrase PU Code Section 2889.5 or state that that CLCs 
must comply with it. 
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4. DID Service 

As stated above, the Commission has not resolved all DID issues 
and further workshops and comments on DID trunking arrangements 
are scheduled. GTEC shoUld remove the sections of its tariff 
relating to DID service until the Commi~sion issues further 
orders on this issue (Schedule K-4, Original Sheet 4, paragraph 
6) • 

5. Services Not Available with Wholesale INP 

CACD agl·eeS with the Coalition that Pacific's and GTEC's tariffs 
contain ambiguous refel-eJ1,ces to services that are not available 
with wholesale INP. CACD recomn1endsthat pacific revise its 
tariffs to provide a complete list 6,f servi,ces that are not 
available with DNCF at this time:(ltem A.20.B.l.i). Pacific 
should revise'its tariff to define and ,list "Opt;:ional'Services" 
(Item A.20.B.1.n). GTEC should revise'its tariffs to state 
specifically those services th'at are not offered with SPNP 
(Schedule K-4, Original sheet 4, paragraph 3). Along with these 
revisions, both Pacific and GTEC should submit an explanation 
why these services are not available with INP. As Pacific and 
GTEC 9ain further experience.with INP, they may file 
modifications to these tariffS as needed to update these lists. 

6. Telephone Number Changes 

CACD agrees with GTEC that R~le 17 in its tariff already grants 
GTEC the i-ight to change a telepholi.e humbei·. It is not 
necessary to adopt the Coalition's suggestion to revise this 
language because, Rule 11 only allows for "l"easonable" changes. 
GTEC's spNp ~ariff already ,states that the company w~ll provide 
6 months not1ce of the change., However, the CommlSS10n shOUld 
place GTEC on notice that the Commission will scrutinize for 
reasonableness and adequate notice any change by the utility to 
telephone numbers forwarded to CLC custo~ers. 

1. Line Information Data Base (~IDB)' 

CACD agrees' with the coalition that GTEC should provide CLCs who 
purchase wholesale INP the same guarantees, regarding collect, 
third party, and operator-handled calls that LEC customers 
receive. At the same time, GTEC raises a valid cOncern that it 
cannot prevent calling card toll fraud if interexchangecarriers 
and opel.~ator service providers manually oyerl-ide LIDB blocks. 
To resolve parties' concerns, CACD recommends that GTEC revise 
its tariff (Schedule k-4i original Sheet 6, Item 111.9) to state 
specifically the reasons ~he'LIDB indicator maY,fail. Any 
provisions of GTEC' s tariff regal-ding LIDB should be ident ieal 
to the conditions under which LEC customers receive access to 
LIDB. 

8. Directo't-Y Listings 

CACD notes that ~l'l page 55 of D. 96-()4 -052, the Commissio;' 
directs Pacific to revise its tariff to clarify 'that numbers 
ported using DNCF will be given primary directory listings and 
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included in the directory assistance database. While Pacific 
did revise this language in its filing, CACD recommends that 
Pacific further clarify this language to state that Pacific 
"will" furnish a primal-Y l~sting and "will" furnish a dil"ectory 
assistance listing (Schedule A.20.C.1). 

FINDINGS 

1. In 0.96-04-052, the Commission adopted wholesale rates for 
INP based on direct embedded costs. 

2. The Commission -l"ejected _the NRCs proposed by Pacific for 
INP services in 0.96-04-052. 

3. The Commission should reject Pacific's proposed $45.15 
charge for changes to ONCF. 

4. Pacific's tariff should stale that changes to ONCF service 
constitute a new service order and a $4.15 nonrecurring charge 
will apply •. 

s. Pacific should reV1se its DNCF tariff to offer the same 
free referral period after disconnection that is contained in 
its retail tariff~ 

6. After. the free referral period, Pacific should chal<ge a 
monthly fee for number referral based on direct embedded costs. 

7. The CommiSsion has not l-esolved all issues pertaining to 
INP service using DID. 

8. GTEC should remove all references to DID service from its 
SPNP tariff until further notice from the Commission. 

9. Public Utilities Code Section 2889.5 does not require a 
written letter of authorization in all circumstances. 

10. Pacific and GTEC should remoVe language requiring CLCs to 
obtain an LOA. 

11. Pacific's and GTEC's tariff should either paraphrase PU 
Code Section 2889.5 or state that CLCs must comply with it. 

12. Pacific and GTEC should revise their tariffs to p~ovide a 
complete list of services that are not available with wholesale 
INP and expiain why these services are not available. 

13. GTEC·s Rule 17 allows the utility to make reasonable 
changes to a customer's telephone number. 

14. The commission should closely examine any proposed changes 
to numbers ported to CLC customers. 

15 .. provisions of GTEC's SPNP tariff i-egarding LIDB should be 
identical to the conditions under which LEC customers receive 
access to LIDB. 
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16. GTEC should revise its SPNP tariff to state the reasons the 
LIDS indicator may fail. 

17. Pacific should revise its DNCF tariff to state that it will 
furnish a primary listing and a directory assistance listing for 
numbers fot'warded using DNCF. 

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that I 

1. Pa(!ific Bell shall file a supplement ,to Advice ,Letter 18165 
within five days from the date of this order ,to reyis~ its 
Directory Number Call Forwarding. (DNCF) tariff as f6llows: 

a. Remove the $45.15 charge £:01.' changes ~o DNCF and , 
clarify that changes to 1) the forwarded to number, 2) 
the number of access paths, arid/or 3) alternate'billing 
services constitute anew DNCF order and a nonrecurring 
charge of $4.1S'applies. 

, . 
b. Offer the same free referral petiOd for number referral 

upon disconnect that is currently offered to retail 
business and residential customers. 

c. Modify the morith1y rate foY numb~r,referral after the 
free period to a rate based upon direct embedded costs. 

d. Remoye all la'riguage l.~equii-irtg competitive local 
carriers to obtain a written letter of authorization 
and replace this language with a reference to or 
paraphrase of Public Utilities Code section 2889.5. 

e. Provide a ¢ompl€!te list of se'rvices that are no~ 
available with DNCF. 

f. State that a ~rimary listing and a directory assistance 
listing 'will be provided. 

2. GTE California shall file a sUpplement to Advice Letter 
8067 within fiVe days from the date of this order to revise its 
service Providel.' Number Portability (SPNP) tariff as follows: 

a. Remove all references to Direct Inward Dialing service 
until further notice from the commission. 

h. Remove all language requiring competitive local 
carriers to obtain a written letter of authorization 
and replace this language with reference to oi' 
paraphrase of Public ~tilities COde section 2889.5. 

c. provide a complete list of services that are not 
available withSPNP. 

d. state the rea~ons the Line Information Data Base (LIDB) 
indicator inay fail. 
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e. Provide LIDB access under the same conditions available. 
to local exchange carrier customers. 

3. Along with their supplemental a.dvice letter filings, 
Pacific Bell and GTE Califot"nia shall subn\it an explanation why 
any services identified in 1.e and 2.c above are not available 
with their wholesale interim number pOrtability tariffs. 

4. Pacific Bell's Advice Letter 18165 as supplemented and GTE 
Calif6rnia'sAdvice Letter 8067 as supplemented shall be 
effective On not less than five d~ys notice. 

5. Pacific Bell's Advice Letter i8165 as supplemented and GTE 
California's Advice Letter 8067 as supplemented and. the 
respective acc6mpanying tar~ff sheets shall be marked to show 
they were authorized by Public Utilities Commission Resolution 
T-1S932. 

This resolution .iseftecttve today. 

I hereby certffy that 'this' Resolution was adopted by the Public 
Utilities Commission at its regular meeting on June 19, 1996. 
The fOllowing Commissioners approved it! 
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